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Forward this message to a friend

| April 2022

Dear Friend,
When it comes to compassion and representation, PRC has our clients covered.
The silent heroes providing life-changing services to San Francisco's most
vulnerable are rarely in the spotlight, but we think you should know who they
are. Alisa Jackson has dedicated her life to advocating for others, and in this
month's issue, we showcase her and the nearly seventeen years she's been with
PRC.
Also, make sure to mark your calendars and get your tickets to celebrate Pride in
person once again, at Gary Virginia and Donna Sachet's 24th annual Pride
Brunch on Saturday, June 25th!

ALISA JACKSON, THE QUEEN BEE OF
LEGAL ADVOCACY
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"When I greet our African American clients, I get to see the pride and joy in their
faces knowing that someone that looks like them will be representing them. I’m
in a position of power and also a position of help. Representation is incredibly
important. These types of connections are really special to me.”
GET TO KNOW ALISA

BRETT ANDREWS RECEIVES THE
COMMUNITY IMPACT AWARD AT
THE SFCHC GALA
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Left to Right: Lance Toma, CEO, SF Community Health Center; Brett Andrews, CEO, PRC; Sherilyn
Adams, Executive Director, Larkin Street; Tomiquia Moss, Founder and Chief Executive, All Home,
and Black Leadership Council Co-Chair

We are proud to announce that PRC’s CEO Brett Andrews was recognized for his
leadership and work around health justice.
"I’m honored to accept this award on behalf of all of us who bring voice to the
voiceless, who marshal and direct resources to the deserving, and to those
willing to stand in harm's way against inequality, injustice, and discrimination.
Many of you already know this about me. Admittedly, I’m a happy warrior, a very
happy warrior. So, I hope you know you can count on me to show up and lend a
hand as often as I can. Thank you.” - Brett Andrews

SENATORS TOUR PRC'S
HUMMINGBIRD VALENCIA
NAVIGATION CENTER
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Thank you, State Senators Josh Becker and Scott Wiener, and Sequoia Union
High School District Board President Carrie DuBois for touring PRC’s
Hummingbird Valencia Navigation Center to learn more about our work.
PRC is committed to providing essential behavioral and mental health services to
those who need them most. Meaningful interactions like these provide an
important connection between direct services and policy work. We share a
common goal of improving linkage, support services, and overall outcomes for
our clients in San Francisco and those in need throughout the state.

PrEP PLAY, OR BLUE PARACHUTE
NOW PLAYING AT NCTC
THROUGH MAY 8TH
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What if you had the chance to rewrite history? Erik’s world is thrown into free-fall
when he’s pulled into a wondrously bizarre time-traveling journey by Agent 701
(aka his now-sentient PrEP pill). Landing into the AIDS epidemic of the 80s, Erik
finds himself in a race against history to save a life lost decades ago. Playing at
New Conservatory Theatre Center now through May 8th. Yilong Liu’s “PrEP Play,
or Blue Parachute” is a contemporary queer fantasia that examines the ghosts of
our past and the hopes for our future. Use code ‘PrEPPartner’ for 25% off tickets.
During shows, the fine folks at NCTC will have donation boxes available for
anyone who would like to support the impactful work being done here at PRC.
GET TICKETS

SAVE THE DATE
PRIDE BRUNCH
SATURDAY, JUNE 25, 2022
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PRIDE BRUNCH IS BACK AND IN-PERSON,
SATURDAY, JUNE 25, 2022, 11:00 AM - 2:00 PM
TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE!
TICKETS AND SPONSORSHIPS

Interested in becoming a sponsor? Please contact Erin Reeser, Events Manager,
at erin.reeser@prcsf.org or (415) 312-8544.
Pride Brunch is made possible in part by the support of dedicated volunteers. If
you’re interested in volunteering your time to make this a fundraising event to
remember, contact Seth Abrahamson, Development Communications Manager,
at seth.abrahamson@prcsf.org or (415) 802-4092.

If you enjoyed reading about PRC and Legal Advocacy, please
consider supporting this work with a charitable contribution. You can learn
more about the work we do on our website and on our blog.
DONATE HERE

The mission of PRC is to help people affected by HIV/AIDS, substance use, or
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mental health issues better realize opportunities by providing integrated legal,
social, and health services that address the broad range of social risk factors
that impact wellness and limit potential.
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